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CHAIRMAN LETTER – 2021:
A YEAR OF GROWTH
2021 was a year of growth, excitement, and opportunity for two legacy
cooperatives, our members, and our employees.
On March 1, 2021, we became one cooperative, rebranding under our
new name of ALCIVIA at the beginning of July. Our name represents our
dedication to community and togetherness, which includes our members,
customers, employees, and the communities we serve. Together we are
one, striving to reach a shared goal of success driven by innovation, vision, and leadership.
All. Together. Now.
Through our first partial year as ALCIVIA, we experienced numerous wins in product and
commodity procurement, new service and product offerings, logistics, grain sales, and financing,
and have leveraged operational efficiencies that would not have been possible without our growth
and utilization of the many talents of our new team. We are looking forward to an equity retirement
of $2.5M to our ALCIVIA members for fiscal year 2021 and are pushing for continued success as we
serve our members in 2022 and beyond.
Your board of directors, leadership team, and ALCIVIA employees had the privilege of engaging
with many of you at our six customer appreciation events this summer. We learned a lot and
sincerely thank you for your time spent with us. We look forward to continuing these events to meet
with you in person and to better understand what ALCIVIA is doing well and how your cooperative
can better serve you.
Our rebranding efforts are in full swing and are currently focused on our rolling stock and key
facilities. Our plan is to have all vehicles and machinery rebranded by early spring 2022, while
we continue to focus on our locations and other physical assets over a period of a few years. Our
website, statements, and other paper and electronic customer-facing documents have largely been
updated, leaving only a few key items intentionally bearing the legacy cooperative names to allow
some customers additional time to learn about the transition.
One of our key initiatives for 2022 is to express our commitment and passion for our communities
by giving back to causes that support agriculture, rural development, and humanitarian efforts. To
make a greater impact with our resources and donations, ALCIVIA is focusing on ending hunger,
rural youth leadership, youth scholarships, agriculture education, agriculture promotion, rural
broadband, and the support of local health and safety organizations. By keeping true to these
core causes, we can make a significant impact in our communities by helping develop the next
generation of farmers and leaders while doing our part to keep our communities safe.
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As I mentioned last year, we want to continue our growth — not only to get bigger, but to get better.
We’re committed to advancing our members through innovative and responsible solutions while
focusing on our core values of accountability, financial responsibility, integrity, passion, and safety.
ALCIVIA’s early successes wouldn’t have been possible without the dedication and support of our
members, customers, and employees. We appreciate all that you do for your cooperative and we
look forward to continued, mutual success in 2022.

Jim Lange, Board Chairman
414.881.9423

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Front Row (left to right): Director Keven Schultz, Director Tim Bates, Director Brian Brown,
Director Sandy Larson, Director David Lundgren, Director Max Wenck, Vice Secretary Ken Gabler
Back Row (left to right): CEO and President Jim Dell, Secretary/Treasurer Kevin Klahn,
Vice Chairman John Creaser, Chairman Jim Lange
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CEO LETTER – GROWTH
I would like to express our sincerest thanks to the membership of ALCIVIA
for your continued support and business. The team at ALCIVIA has put in a
tremendous amount of time and effort to make this organization one to be
proud of, and I would like to thank them for the service they provide to our
customers and for all they do. I would also like to thank the ALCIVIA Board
of Directors for providing us guidance and support in our efforts that make
our great cooperative what is it today, and for allowing us to bring new
ways of doing business to better serve our patrons.
FISCAL YEAR 2021 RECAP – ALCIVIA completed our first six months
after our successful merger on March 1, 2021. Our new fiscal year ended August 31, 2021, with sales
of $581,707,319, a local net profit of $3,047,104, and a gross profit after patronage and payroll
protection program forgiveness of $13,507,182 (net after income taxes).
Our overall local operating results fell a bit short of expectations, primarily due to a very challenging
year in our grain division. Steeper than anticipated corn discounts due to foreign material, along
with a year of short service and storage revenues, all contributed to a tough year. We also took on an
unexpected bad debt reserve for an account that did not perform on their delivery of grain, and we
are pursuing collection on that account.
Agronomy completed 2021 posting a $3,036,915 local net profit, which is a much-improved
turnaround after posting a couple of years of negative profit. Your agronomy team continues to
enhance central dispatching and is focused on ongoing delivery, service capability, and operational
efficiency improvements.
Animal Nutrition is coming off a great year posting a local net profit of $2,500,815. Our improved
approach toward our commodity procurement, storage, delivery, and sales led to new volume gains
and increased confidence among our patrons as their preferred supplier. Furthermore, our controlled
nutrition sales continue to provide strong support to our overall animal nutrition growth.
Energy and Retail experienced a very successful 2021 by posting a local net profit of $5,302,402,
which was achieved through flexible product offerings and great customer service. As we continue
to grow your energy division, we are looking for opportunities to increase our LP storage supply to
ensure LP availability to counteract potential shortages during critical times.
Verity Business Solutions’ input financing program has prospered over the last few years, and this
year was no exception. We finished the 2021 fiscal year with over $50M in closed loan volume. We
look to continue to grow this offering for our patrons so they can participate in excellent fertilizer,
seed, chemical, energy, animal nutrition, and service financing programs. In addition to the great
results in our input financing programs, our Patron Note program has grown by over $4M since the
start of the merger. This program allows patrons to leave money with ALCIVIA in a demand note
program earning 2% interest and in a 3-year note program earning 3.25% interest. Growing this
program as we have is a clear demonstration of the confidence our patrons have in the ALCIVIA
organization.
ALCIVIA’s overall performance was aided by the forgiveness of the payroll protection program
that amounted to a net forgiveness of $7,007,160. This, along with overall patronage refunds from
regionals of $4,608,130, helped us post a gross profit number of $13,507,182 (net after income
4
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taxes). We also continue to have a very solid working capital position of $53.4M. All of these results
are based on an 11-month year, as we switched fiscal year end dates from the end of September to
the end of August.
Along with our constant focus on the overall performance of your cooperative, it’s critical that
we continue to invest in assets, people, and business opportunities that provide a return on our
investment and improve your cooperative. In 2021, we spent $7.7M on rolling stock and fixed asset
additions, including 120,000 gallons of LP storage and increased ground pile equipment and storage
at our Fall River facility. We have retired $2.5M in equity revolvement and passed on $6.5M in
domestic production accounting deductions (section 199A) DPAD credits to our customers.
GROWTH – Our theme for our fiscal year 2022 is growth. In addition to our continued investments
in current facilities, ALCIVIA recently completed the acquisitions of three propane and refined
fuels companies.
Somsen Oil Co. was a private refined fuels route delivery service that fits into our Baldwin and
Amery, Wis., bulk delivery system. Somsen had been a customer of ALCIVIA for quite some time and
it was a natural fit.
We purchased Bauer LP Gas and Appliance in Durand, Wis. Bauer adds key employees, assets, and
customers and provides additional storage space for LP. It also increases our LP sales volume by 1.7
million gallons. Bauer was a very strategic purchase for ALCIVIA as the increased volume and storage
space will allow us to grow an already robust trade area for our energy division.
Our third acquisition was Franksville Oil and LP Gas Co. located in Waterford, Racine, and
Franksville, Wis. As with Bauer, this strategic acquisition introduces important employees, assets,
storage volumes, and customers to ALCIVIA. This key acquisition adds two million gallons of LP and
4.6 million gallons of refined fuels and gas to our system. This purchase complements the volumes
and business we already have in the territory and solidifies our position as the primary supplier within
that geography.
As we look to stay on pace with sustainability, we are continuing to explore options that will impact
how we work with our producers regarding their carbon footprint and the carbon market. We feel
that it’s extremely critical that we thoroughly review all our options to align with the best solution.
Today, there are two models being discussed and proposed to producers. The first is a mathematical
modeling approach that works with a series of logarithmic formulations; the second is a sciencebased approach that includes soil sampling and testing. ALCIVIA is strongly focusing our efforts
on the science-based approach as we believe it’s the most viable long-term solution that will bring
added value to your business and ALCIVIA. There will be more to share in the months ahead.
We are very committed to using technology to drive growth. We are reviewing all the cooperative’s
processes to ensure what we are doing is being completed with efficiency and accuracy.
Our goal is to ensure that your cooperative can scale and maximize opportunities when they arise to
bring profitable and mutually beneficial solutions to our members and customers.
2022 – As we move forward in 2022 there will be new challenges to overcome, and ongoing labor
shortages will continue to headline the current challenges we face. Staffing is not just an ALCIVIA
issue but is something that has impacted so many of the businesses that operate in the communities
we serve. Labor shortages force us to change how we are doing business and accelerate the need to
review and rationalize assets that we may not be able to operate in the future.
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Our investments in 2022 will focus on opportunities to become more labor efficient. We are
implementing a fully automated bagging system at our Menomonie feed mill. This upgrade will be
extremely beneficial in helping us face the labor shortage challenges while providing us with the
capacity to grow our volume in bagging by 25,000 tons over the next couple of years. In addition,
we will be upgrading our Union Grove fertilizer plant to improve overall plant operations and
efficiency. These key investments, along with focused internal process improvements, will provide
tremendous value.
ALCIVIA will continue to prioritize cybersecurity for the protection of your data and our daily
operations. In the past year, we’ve added redundancy for our ERP, implemented strategic backup
and recovery solutions, expanded two-factor authentication, increased internal cybersecurity
awareness and training, and introduced proactive security monitoring and remediation solutions
for our network, servers, and endpoints. In 2022, we’ll continue to review, enhance, and implement
additional solutions to address the never-ending security challenges we all face.
THANK YOU – The team at ALCIVIA strives to live our mission of advancing our customers through
innovative and responsible solutions while delivering on our vision of customer success powered by
engaged employees. We would like to thank all of you for your continued support and for the early
successes that we have achieved together. We all look forward to a great 2022 for our members,
customers, ALCIVIA, and the ALCIVIA team.
ALL. TOGETHER. NOW.
ALL. TOGETHER. COOPERATIVE.

2019

2020

2021*

Working Capital

$38.0

$36.6

$53.4

Local Equity

$79.7

$75.2

$115.9

Retired Equity Cash Paid to Members

$1.0

$2.1

$2.5

Capital Expenditures

$6.4

$19.4

$7.7

Section 199A (DPAD)

$8.2

$6.0

$6.5**

($ in millions)
*Merger year
**Projection pending finalization of tax filings

Jim Dell, CEO & President
608.819.3110 | James.Dell@ALCIVIA.com
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FINANCIAL
AND COOPERATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

100
268,755 Bags of Seed
201,349 Tons of Crop Nutrients
$21,022,756 Crop Protection Sales

173,384 Tons of Total Feed
52,552 Tons of Commodities and
Direct Ship Business

80

1%
34%

25%
41%

Gasoline

11,393,721

Diesel

19,178,113

LP

15,914,109

Gallons

46,485,943

60

17%

Corn

82%

40

31,556,640

Soybean

6,648,489

Wheat
Bushels

547,794
38,752,923

20
$51,047,315 Total Loan Commitments
376 FARMS Provided Loans

34,351,572 Gallons Hauled
5,731,614 Bushels Hauled
108,080 Tons Hauled

0

479

FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES

3,023

VOTING MEMBERS

20,000+
ACTIVE MEMBERS
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STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED AUGUST 31, 2021*
2021
Amount
Sales

$586,921,850

% of Sales
100.0%

Cost of Goods Sold

509,014,745

86.7%

GROSS PROFIT

77,907,105

13.3%

Employee Expenses
Vehicle Expense
Advertising & Promotion

35,891,342
6,902,834
889,222

DISTRIBUTION EXPENSES

43,683,397

Depreciation & Amortization

11,263,994

Supplies & Repairs

5,564,514

Insurance

2,656,526

Utilities

2,416,207

Property Taxes

1,252,849

Rental & Lease Expense

484,901

Environmental Expense

285,544

GENERAL EXPENSES

23,924,536

Information Technology

2,268,771

Bad Debt & Collection Expense

1,518,480

Credit, Bank & Loan Fees

786,481

Professional Fees

893,979

Telephone

431,541

Directors' Fees & Expenses

224,568

Meeting, Travel & Training

149,724

Other Administrative Expense

205,867

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES
Interest Expense

7.4%

4.1%

6,479,412

1.1%

74,087,345

12.6%

(2,708,659)

Other (Income) Expense

1,936,013

TOTAL OTHER (INCOME) EXPENSE

(772,646)

-0.1%

LOCAL NET SAVINGS

3,047,115

0.5%

PAYCHECK LOAN PROGRAM

7,007,160

1.2%

PATRONAGE REFUNDS RECEIVED

4,608,130

0.8%

14,662,394

2.5%

1,155,212

0.2%

$13,507,182

2.3%

NET SAVINGS BEFORE INCOME TAXES
INCOME TAX EXPENSE (BENEFIT)
NET SAVINGS FROM CONTINUING OPERATIONS

*11 months of Landmark Services Cooperative and 6 months combined Landmark and Countryside Cooperative financial data.
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BALANCE SHEET
FOR THE YEAR ENDED AUGUST 31, 2021*
2021
ASSETS
Cash & Cash Equivalents

$6,193,902

Accounts & Notes Receivable, Net

38,619,397

Inventories

56,416,764

Margin Account Equity

13,315,740

Unrealized Gain On Forward Contracts
Income Tax Receivable

9,174,431
-

Prepaid Expenses

5,046,284

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

128,766,518

Property & Equipment

268,232,265

Less: Accumulated Depreciation & Amortization

(138,705,048)

NET PROPERTY & EQUIPMENT

129,527,217

Investments

84,156,985

Long-Term Receivables

574,056

Interest Rate Hedge Assets

343,070

Deferred Income Taxes

12,095

TOTAL OTHER ASSETS

85,086,206

TOTAL ASSETS

$343,379,941
LIABILITIES & EQUITIES

Short Term Notes Payable

5,027,413

Patron Demand Notes Payable

7,466,522

Current Portion Long-Term Debt

9,538,443

Accounts Payable

2,000,000

Patron Credit Balances

18,539,447

Customer Prepayments

5,352,624

Unrealized Losses on Forward Contracts

17,089,920

Unrealized Losses on Futures Contracts

2,254,585

Accrued Liabilities

3,999,046

Taxes Payable

1,812,831

Patronage Refunds Payable In Cash

2,200,000

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES
Long-Term Debt & Other Liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES
Allocated Equity Credits
Unallocated Equity Reserves & Other Equity
TOTAL PATRON EQUITIES
TOTAL LIABILITIES & PATRON EQUITIES

75,280,831
68,048,791
143,329,622
86,127,638
113,922,681
200,050,319
$343,379,941

*11 months of Landmark Services Cooperative and 6 months combined Landmark and Countryside Cooperative financial data.
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AGRONOMY
I want to take a moment to thank each and every one of our
members for their support and commitment. Without all of you, the
agronomy division at ALCIVIA could not continue to develop and
deliver new solutions.
As I look back at 2021, we have experienced change almost daily.
We entered this last year with the theme of partnering. Of course,
this meant bringing together two organizations to strengthen both
cooperatives and position ourselves for the future. But the agronomy
team has also been working to partner with our vendors to be able
to offer one-of-a-kind solutions that will allow our members to be
leaders across the country. Sharing a mutual love of agriculture, we
must continue to focus on bringing solutions to the farm gate that
help our members navigate today’s challenging environment.

NICK CHRISTEN
VP - Agronomy
nicholas.christen@ALCIVIA.com
608.819.3363

Learning from past experiences and looking out toward 2022, it is now time to focus on growth.
We have spent time on the basics and being able to service the business. Now is the time to
continue to strengthen our organization and put ourselves in a position to stay viable into the
coming years. We will continue to build and maintain valuable relationships with our members,
vendors, and neighbors. Over the coming years, we must continue to be nimble in our decisions and
able to handle what comes our way. Every day we may face new challenges but with dedication to
growth and solutions, we will be able to assist our members and support their success.
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ANIMAL NUTRITION
Reflecting back on this past year, I’m grateful for the collaborative
effort of our divisional team and how they worked together to merge
the internal functions of our business. This was a considerable task and
the team rallied around our 2021 theme of partnering. Our primary
divisional objective through the merger was to align our core internal
functions so that we had a consistent base to work from moving into the
new year. Although we experienced some challenges along the way, we
have laid a solid foundation to build upon as we move forward.

ARIC DIETER
VP - Animal Nutrition
aric.dieter@ALCIVIA.com
608.819.3121

2021 was a successful year that saw the animal nutrition division
continue to grow the overall number of animal diets, in which ALCIVIA
controls the nutrition, as well as show a significant increase in overall
manufactured feed and commodity volumes. In addition, we had a
very successful year in our forage solutions programs. With the size and scale of our new footprint
and our large customer base, we were able to work with our plastic, inoculant, and acid providers
to negotiate great pricing and programs. As a result, our ALCIVIA sales increased by more than 2.5
times compared to the 2020 joint legacy cooperative results. Our forage solutions success is just one
of many synergies we were able to identify and as a collective result, the animal nutrition division
finished this past year ahead of budget.
In 2022, we will to continue to fine-tune our operations and adopt the new theme of growth.
With the anticipated market volatility and supply chain challenges, it will be more important than
ever for us to continue to reduce our operating costs while at the same time advancing ourselves as
industry leaders in nutrient supply chain and risk management. Our team is very knowledgeable in
these areas and we are here to assist you with identifying solutions that will benefit your operation
throughout the year. Our team is excited for 2022 and the opportunities we see in front of us. We
look forward to continuing to grow our partnerships with our customers, teammates, and vendors
this next year.
Thank you for the opportunity to serve your animal nutrition needs this past year. Please let us know
how we can best support your success in 2022!
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ENERGY AND RETAIL SERVICES
What a year of activity for energy! As we brought two successful energy
divisions together, we found strength in one another that complemented
our efforts to serve our members. As we continue our integration, we
are consolidating and improving our processes to become as efficient
and accurate as possible. We are dedicated to managing purchases and
cooperative energy risk and offer more beneficial contracting offers as a fuel
management tool. We also increased our efforts related to retail oversight,
customer service, and sales. We are excited about our team, evolving
offerings, and our process changes and how they will improve your energy
and retail experiences with ALCIVIA.

LEE PARKER
VP - Energy and Retail Services

In addition, we have also made expanding our safety efforts a priority. The improved emergency
shutdown equipment at our propane plants, conversion of refined fuel plants to bottom-load,
personnel PPE advancements, and other improved security measures have continued to impact the
environment that we ask our employees to work within. Along with the safety enhancements, we are
also growing in the cabs of our vehicles with increased technology. Nearly all our front-line delivery
and service units are equipped with tablets that allow our team to know our customers’ needs, apply
transactions to the correct pricing and tank, and view tank level information through the integration
of forecasting and tank monitors. We have also improved our technology utilization in our retail
efforts through new software at our stores and HVAC segments. The continuing advancement of
technology is a long-term initiative of ALCIVIA, and we are excited to carry on those efforts in our
energy and retail components.
Your cooperative has also chosen to continue to invest in propane storage. We recently completed
the construction of a new LP storage facility at our Fall River location. This site is easily adaptable to
accept incoming deliveries via rail and can also be converted to a truck distribution point to supply
our other satellite storage locations. We have many other plans to expand the storage and pump
speeds in 2022.
Growth in personnel, safety, and technology is great, but it wouldn’t be complete without
growth in our operations. Not only has our sales team been able to attract some significant wins
for our division, but we also had the opportunities to acquire the local energy businesses of
Somsen Oil, Bauer LP Gas and Appliance, and Franksville Oil — all high-quality, service-oriented
energy organizations that service the same geography that ALCIVIA serves. We look forward to
incorporating those employees and customers into our energy division and throughout ALCIVIA.
Over the upcoming months, we will continue our growth efforts in the areas of sales, safety, and
technology. We are all very excited to bring those components together to continue to meet the
goals of the customers we love to serve. Thanks for all that you do to contribute to the success of
ALCIVIA and your energy division.
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GRAIN
Your ALCIVIA grain division is committed to reviewing all aspects of our
business to make sure we are ready and able to partner with our member
owners in navigating through the change and growth happening in
agriculture. The review and adjustment process has taken some time, but
has been worthwhile, as we are seeing extremely positive results. One
of the most impactful results has been increased market access through
the utilization of ALCIVIA’s geographic footprint at both the Illinois and
Mississippi Rivers, on the Union Pacific Railroad, on the Canadian Pacific
Railway, on the Wisconsin & Southern Railroad, and many feeders and
processors across Wisconsin, Minnesota, and beyond. In the harvest
of 2021, a bunker was added in Whitewater, Wis., increasing the
site’s capacity by one million bushels and creating the opportunity to
consistently load 25-car sets of corn throughout the year.

LACEY SEIBERT
VP - Grain

2021 was not without its challenges. We faced an inverted market that forced us to move grain
stocks to market at a pace and timing that stretched our operations throughout the spring and early
summer. Through hard work and grit, your ALCIVIA grain team ended the summer by cleaning out
our elevators and readying our equipment for a safe and bountiful fall harvest.
As we round out the 2021 harvest and head into 2022, we will stay focused on achieving growth
through operational efficiencies, expanding our geographic reach through origination, and earning
margins through diligent merchandising. ALCIVIA’s Fall River site was built in 2014 and has been
growing its handle every year since. Fall River loads shuttle trains for shipment on the Canadian
Pacific Railway, making it the main shuttle facility in Wisconsin that is shipping to the Pacific
Northwest and Canada. Because of this opportunity, Fall River will load 22 shuttle trains — or 9
million bushels of corn and soybeans — by May 2022. What a great growth story!
The future of farming is evolving faster than ever. ALCIVIA is investing in tools to help members
weigh their options and will continue providing the expertise and research needed to make informed
decisions. The grain team at ALCIVIA is dedicated to helping our members prepare for what’s next. This
approach aligns with ALCIVIA’s core values of accountability, financial responsibility, integrity, passion,
and safety, giving the grain team a mission that will propel our members towards future success.
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VERITY BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
2021 was a great year for ALCIVIA members, Verity Business Solutions,
and the ALCIVIA credit team. Over the last 12 months, we saw
improvement in the agricultural economy due in part to increased
commodity prices fueled by growth in global demand for our products.
This led to historic on-farm revenues enhanced locally by exceptional
yields, harvest, and dry down brought on by excellent weather during the
growing season. However, because of the improved farm revenues, we
have seen an uptick in demand and supply chain issues for crop inputs
such as fertilizer, chemicals, seed, and fuel. The increased demand and
tight supply of crop inputs increased the cost of these products. The
appreciation in input costs has put some constraints on working capital
and this has increased the need for higher operating loan limits.

HANS PFLIEGER
VP - Credit Operations
hans.pflieger@ALCIVIA.com
608.819.3187

In 2021, Verity Business Solutions was able to grow its crop operating loan volume to over $51M.
The growth Verity has seen over the last four years indicates that ALCIVIA members continue to
value our convenient financing options, flexible terms, and competitive rates. Additionally, the
ALCIVIA credit team was able to successively manage the increase in accounts receivable despite
the decrease in working capital that resulted from higher input costs.
Looking forward to 2022, the ALCIVIA credit team and Verity are excited for the opportunity to grow
with our members through this strong agricultural economy. The ALCIVIA credit team is constantly
looking for ways to partner with our members to promote their ability to grow while protecting our
members’ equity. Verity Business Solutions is also committed to providing ALCIVIA members with
excellent financing offers and programs that fit their needs. In 2022, Verity will again partner with
ALCIVIA Agronomy to provide up to prime minus 2% interest rate on all agronomy and qualifying
energy and animal nutrition products. Many members take advantage of ALCIVIA’s special agronomy
financing programs, which allow them to reduce their overall interest expense or improve their cash
position — a win-win for both the farmer and ALCIVIA.
We sincerely appreciate your business and look forward to a mutually successful 2022.
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HUMAN RESOURCES
The merger of two strong cooperatives in March 2021 brought about
significant growth in the size of our employee pool. This required the
leadership team and employees of ALCIVIA to learn how to merge
processes, procedures, and cultures. The human resources team focused
on nurturing this growth and supporting divisions through staffing dayto-day operations during a challenging labor market while balancing the
safety of our employees during a pandemic.
Like all other industries and labor markets, “The Great Resignation” has
made an impact on staffing needs within ALCIVIA. ALCIVIA ended the
fiscal year with a 13.84% turnover rate which, all things considered, was
well below what others in the labor market had experienced this year.

MICHELLE LEEDER
Chief Human Resources Officer
michelle.leeder@ALCIVIA.com
608.819.3136

ALCIVIA’s talent acquisition specialist worked very hard this past year to help source and find
talent during a time where there are more jobs than people looking for employment. Our priority
was to reevaluate how we approach recruitment efforts to support staffing needs throughout the
organization. By reorganizing human resources roles within the department, ALCIVIA now has two
dedicated staff members working to recruit employees across our territories.
ALCIVIA recruited an amazing, strong group of interns despite the challenge of not being able
to participate in career fairs. Many of these interns had the opportunity to participate in crossdivisional learning and training and recognized the benefits of building a diverse team. To continue
to attract talent, we are taking advantage of the relaxed pandemic health restrictions and widening
recruitment efforts across a larger geographical presence.
This was ALCIVIA’s third year participating in the H2A program for seasonal non-migrant workers.
When we started this program in 2019, we hired 12 employees; today, we are at 40 and expect to
increase to 50 next year. With the continued domestic labor shortage, ALCIVIA will continue to look
at growing this program as needed. This program has allowed us to meet our members’ needs and
provide some relief to our staff and operations across our divisions.
Employees working together to advance our customers towards success is the driving force of your
cooperative. In 2021, we made a commitment to focus on employee training and development by
hiring a Training and Development Specialist and a CDL Specialist. One key initiative this past year
was to build on our internal training capabilities. ALCIVIA’s development programs will enhance our
ability to attract and retain top talent, position and develop future and current leaders within the
cooperative, and close employee gaps and create the framework for success and sustainability. Both
these positions enable ALCIVIA to provide employees the tools necessary to grow and develop their
skills and talents and ultimately advance our cooperative to drive customer growth and profitability.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND
COMMUNICATIONS
We strive to support ALCIVIA’s continued growth and our mission of
advancing our customers through innovative and responsible solutions.
Both the information technology and marketing and communications
departments have the unique opportunity to serve two customer bases:
our internal employees and our membership.

DON SCHLISING

Chief Information and
The information technology department’s goal is to provide both internal
Communications Officer
and external-facing technologies to enhance our business offerings and
donald.schlising@ALCIVIA.com
608.819.3104
improve how the ALCIVIA team serves our membership. We continue to
look for ways to improve our solutions with a strong focus on allowing our
members to conduct business with ALCIVIA in the ways that best meet
your needs. In 2022, we have plans to roll out new and exciting platforms and initiatives designed to
make a positive impact on operations.

The approach within the marketing and communications department is similar, as we work
closely with the ALCIVIA divisions to understand the ever-changing markets and the associated
opportunities that have a direct impact on our membership. We use this critical information to
support the ALCIVIA team and communicate to our members, so you have an opportunity to make
well-informed decisions related to commodities, products, and services.
With growth and the introduction of new technologies comes the increased responsibility to protect
ALCIVIA’s and our customers’ data and our network to ensure business continuity. ALCIVIA is focused
on cybersecurity best practices and processes and has invested heavily in security platforms and tools
to help mitigate a potential data breach, ransomware attack, or other such actions by a threat actor. In
addition, we’ve recently implemented high availability for our enterprise resource planning software
(ERP) to ensure business continuity in the event of an unplanned outage on our primary system. Our
security needs and approaches are ever evolving, and the information technology team will continue
to do our due diligence in an attempt to stay ahead of the curve on such developing threats.
Along with our security and business continuity initiatives, we’re focused on the deployment of
a new unified phone system and the rollout of ALCIVIA.com email addresses. Both will improve
communications and collaboration internally and with our members.
I speak for the dedicated and talented staff on the information technology and marketing and
communications teams as we thank you for the opportunities to serve you now and into the future.
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RISK MANAGEMENT
With the merger of two safety-oriented cooperatives, ALCIVIA continues
to enhance our existing safety programs and implement new programs
that allow our staff to concentrate on critical tasks and prioritize their wellbeing along with that of their coworkers, members, and customers.
ALCIVIA worked diligently to implement Life Safety Permits, which are
used to ensure that all managers and employees are notified when
a potentially dangerous task(s) is being completed in a potentially
hazardous environment. These permits help identify all risk factors and
the necessary checks to ensure all applicable safety measures have been
put in place before the work begins. These permits guide our compliance
with regulatory requirements but more importantly, ensure that employees
and contractors return home to their families and loved ones every day. In
2021, we have successfully executed over 1,500 Life Safety Permits.

DEAN DANIELSON
VP – Risk Management
dean.danielson@ALCIVIA.com
608.819.3117

To ensure safety excellence, our risk management team conducts quarterly safety audits at all
locations. We examine our processes and procedures to ensure our employees and contractors have
a safe environment to work in. ALCIVIA also commits time, energy, and focus to our Feed/Food
Safety programs. We are committed to the safe production of quality feed products for our members
and customers.
ALCIVIA is also dedicated to environmental sustainability. We work in cooperation with our state and
federal partners to ensure we are following good business practices that protect our environment
today and for future generations to come.
ALCIVIA’s commitment to safety is communicated to our employees and is one of our core values.
In 2021, ALCIVIA invested over $1.6M in facility improvements, audits, and education. ALCIVIA’s
continued investment in our team, facilities, operations, and safety, as well as our focus on our
mission, vision, and values, are for our members, customers, and employees and their success.
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SALES
The ALCIVIA sales culture is designed to align with our mission statement
to advance our customers through innovative and responsible solutions.
Our specialized team consists of agronomists, agronomy technologists,
animal nutritionists, energy sales specialists, grain originators, and producer
finance specialists — a total of nearly 70 experts with decades of industry
knowledge to better serve our customers.
JIM TIEDKE
We understand that our customers’ success is powered by engaged
Chief Sales Officer
employees who can contribute appropriate business solutions to make
james.tiedke@ALCIVIA.com
715.304.3803
farm operations more efficient and profitable. To provide this value, our
sales team members complete a customer sales planning process for each
customer, detailing their unique needs and operational goals. Focusing on the specialized needs of
our customers allows our sales team to concentrate on relevant ways to deliver results and provide a
remarkable customer experience.

ALCIVIA invests in our sales team through comprehensive individual development plans which
include technical training focused on cutting-edge technology in market advancements. This
knowledge is used in consultation with our customers to help determine the best solutions to meet
or exceed their desired outcome.
ALCIVIA believes the best solutions come from passionate and dedicated sellers working in
partnership alongside their customers. Our sales culture promotes a team approach and encourages
collaboration with all divisions to provide a total solutions package through our business unit seller
initiative. This generates marketing opportunities by providing timely information and market
intelligence to help our customers be more successful. Our team meets regularly to discuss market
insights and pertinent industry topics which could impact our customers and to share industry
knowledge across the entire sales team.
The ALCIVIA sales team strives to live our mission, vision, and values every day and every time we
interact with our customers. We appreciate the opportunities to partner with our customers to find
the responsible solutions to deliver optimal results.
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FINANCIALS
Monte Bullock joined ALCIVIA as Chief Financial Officer in May 2021.
I am proud to be leading our dedicated finance and administration
teams. I grew up in Central Iowa and received my bachelor’s degree in
accounting from Iowa State University. Throughout my 25-year career, I
have led many diverse teams in the areas of finance and administration.
My career started with Cargill, and most recently held positions as the
Treasurer of the Renewable Energy Group, the CFO of Hertz Associates
Ltd. and their portfolio of companies, and the SVP of Finance for Pipeline
Foods.

MONTE BULLOCK
Chief Financial Officer
monte.bullock@ALCIVIA.com
608.819.3155

My wife, Tammy, and I have four children—two boys and two girls—and
we like to spend time together attending our kids’ various activities. As an
avid Iowa State University fan, I also enjoy supporting my alma mater.
The team and I are looking forward to serving you by providing competitive, low-interest loan
options, crop insurance, equipment leasing options, and so much more.
I am excited about the work being done at ALCIVIA and to be a part of the team.
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ALCIVIA GIVES BACK
ALCIVIA proudly supports efforts to promote
agriculture and provide humanitarian aid by
focusing on several areas including ending
hunger, rural youth leadership, rural broadband,
agriculture education and promotion, community
safety, and agriculture community partnerships.
Visit ALCIVIA.com/givingback for more details.
One of our key initiatives is to express our
continued commitment and passion for our
communities by giving back to causes that
support agriculture, rural development, and
humanitarian efforts. By keeping true to these
core causes, we can make a significant impact
in our communities by helping develop the next
generation of farmers and leaders while doing
our part to keep our communities safe.
FEEL THE LOVE™

SECOND HARVEST FOODBANK
SHARE YOUR HOLIDAYS

During the season of giving, ALCIVIA did
just that to help local families. Thanks to the
generosity and caring nature of our employees,
members, and business partners, we were able
to raise and donate 115,614 meals to Second
Harvest Foodbank through the NBC15 Share
Your Holidays campaign. For the 2021 holiday
season, ALCIVIA is supporting Second Harvest
of Southern Wisconsin and Second Harvest
Heartland to spread our support across the
entire ALCIVIA footprint.
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

For more than 10 years, ALCIVIA Heating and
Cooling team members have volunteered
and supported Lennox’s nationwide Feel The
Love™ program. Lennox Feel The Love™
supports deserving families in our communities
who would benefit from newly installed
heating equipment. ALCIVIA was an original
participating Lennox dealer when this program
began in Wisconsin as “Heat U.P.” in 2010. The
HVAC team donates their time and materials
every year and the furnace is donated by Lennox
Industries. “I’m proud of our dedicated ALCIVIA
team for volunteering and donating their time
and talent on a Saturday,” says Tom Krausse,
manager at ALCIVIA Heating and Cooling.
“We’re always looking for a deserving family or
veteran for next year’s program. Contact us if
you know someone in need.”
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Since 1989, ALCIVIA has awarded almost 900
scholarships totaling more than $440,850. In
2022, ALCIVIA will award 25 scholarships of
$1,000 each to students pursuing a two- or fouryear degree, agriculture short course students,
and/or high school seniors. ALCIVIA proudly
supports efforts to promote agriculture and
develop new leaders in the industry. “Investing
in the next generation of agricultural leaders is
key to the success of the ag industry,” says Jim
Lange, ALCIVIA board chairman. “It is a pleasure
to help students along in their academic journey
and set them up on a path to success.”

INTERNS

GIFTS FOR KIDS
ALCIVIA donated Piggly Wiggly gift cards to
support the annual Gifts For Kids toy distribution
in the Edgerton community. Each family
received a gift card to be used for milk, bread,
eggs, and other basic items. For more than 30
years, the Gifts For Kids program has provided
gifts and family care bags to an average of 100
families and 200 children each year.
DAIRY BREAKFASTS

This past summer we welcomed 11 talented
interns with roles in several divisions across
the cooperative. The students gain valuable
knowledge and hands-on experience in their
desired areas of interest that will benefit them
in future careers. “ALCIVIA is fortunate to work
with an outstanding group of interns each
summer. They are a hardworking, dedicated,
bright group of students,” says Brian Musser,
Talent Acquisition Partner at ALCIVIA. The
interns receive a mentor from another
department and are encouraged to go on ridealongs to learn about the other divisions.
EDGERTON/MILTON/DEFOREST SUMMER
LUNCH PROGRAM
As part of our efforts to end hunger, ALCIVIA
supports several local summer lunch programs,
including those in DeForest, Milton, and
Edgerton.
ALCIVIA’s
donations allows
the programs to
purchase fresh
produce from
local farmers’
markets, meat,
dairy products, and
more to supply
the kids with a
nutritious lunch
over the summer
months.

ALCIVIA has supported the June Dairy Month
Breakfast on the Farm events for many years
and understands the importance of helping
promote a positive agriculture experience for
thousands of people across the state who may
not otherwise have exposure to a farm.
FAIR PARTICIPATION
In 2020, ALCIVIA started a new program
around county fair participation in an effort to
support more young people showing livestock.
Each participant that submitted a photo and
story about their fair animal(s) received a $50
participation award. Moving to this model was
an important shift for ALCIVIA. Raising fair
animals is not an easy task and this award allows
more youth to receive recognition and support
for their hard work and success.
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PATRON NOTE PROGRAM

Invest in your coop. Watch your money grow.
ALCIVIA offers three interest bearing patron note programs.

Demand Certificate: Requires a minimum deposit of $2,500 and bears interest at 2% per annum.
The interest rate will be reviewed periodically and adjusted to market rates at ALCIVIA’s discretion.
Withdrawals are payable within five business days of execution of the demand certificate. Each
deposit must be accompanied by the appropriate demand subscription agreement.
Three-Year Certificate: Requires a minimum deposit of $5,000 at 3.25% interest. Interest is accrued
as simple interest, and the interest rate is locked for the three-year term of the certificate. There
is an early withdrawal penalty of six-months’ of interest on the principle. Each deposit must be
accompanied by the appropriate demand subscription agreement.
Five-Year Certificate: Requires a minimum deposit of $5,000 at 4.25% interest. Interest is accrued
as simple interest, and the interest rate is locked for the five-year term of the certificate. There is
an early withdrawal penalty of twelve-months’ of interest on the principle. Each deposit must be
accompanied by the appropriate demand subscription agreement.

*ONLY AVAILABLE TO WISCONSIN RESIDENTS
To learn more visit ALCIVIA.com/patron-note-program or
contact us at 608.819.3124 or patron.note@ALCIVIA.com
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our purpose:

ALL. TOGETHER. COOPERATIVE.

ALCIVIA (all-si-via) is a member-owned cooperative powered by engaged employees and passionate
about each customer’s success. We all need each other and are equally enthusiastic about making the
future even brighter than the present.

our name:

ALL. TOGETHER. UNIQUE.

Our name may sound unusual at first, but it comes from the same Latin word for community seen in
common words like civic and civility. It speaks to the reality that our cooperative community has a
single, shared goal: Drive success through innovation, vision and leadership.

our mission, vision & values:

ALL. TOGETHER. SHARED.

While our name has changed, our commitment to both customers and employees remains as strong as
ever. We continue to be guided by the same mission, vision and values.

our future:

ALL. TOGETHER. EXCITING.
“The words ‘all together’ are packed with emotion and meaning. It’s a great way
to describe how we’re approaching the future. As a cooperative, we all need
each other, sharing both a passion and enthusiasm for helping everyone we
serve succeed.”
—Jim Lange, Chairman of the Board
“Our name speaks to the reality that all of us belong to something
exciting and important: a member-owned cooperative that is truly
powered by engaged employees and eager to drive success through
innovation, vision and leadership.”
—Jim Dell, CEO and President

Visit ALCIVIA.com to learn more.
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800.236.3276
ALCIVIA.com

